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Thin Film Magnotoresistive SensorsTaylor & Francis, 2001
A comprehensive review of thin film magnetoresistive (MR) sensors, including the theory of magnetoresistive effects as well as the design, fabrication, properties and applications of MR sensors.

Thin film magnetoresistive sensors (MR sensors) are widely used in various applications. The most important are their applications as read...
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Organic Pollutants: An Ecotoxicological Perspective, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001
A companion to he much praised Principles of Ecotoxicology the book covers organic pollutants in greater depth and detail than has been covered in a textbook before.  The first part of the book covers issues such as chemical warfare; metabolism of pollutants in animals and plants; environmental fate; and effects within ecosystems.  This is followed...
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Understanding Telephone Electronics, Fourth Edition (Newnes)Newnes, 2001
Covers conventional telephone fundamentals!  Explores how telephone systems operate and how digital electronics replace them.  "Introduces state-of-the-art speech circuits, dialing, ringing, and central office electronics. Dissects modems and digital transmission techniques. Studies microcomputers and cellular phones. Helps readers increase...
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Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Advanced, specialized coverage of microstrip filter design


	Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave Applications is the only professional reference focusing solely on microstrip filters. It offers a unique and comprehensive treatment of filters based on the microstrip structure and includes full design methodologies that are also...
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Methods in Cellular Immunology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001

	A step-by-step guide to commonly used procedures, Methods in Cellular Immunology addresses both human and murine models, in addition to such topics as PCR and apoptosis. The basic format of the original version has been maintained, and the goal remains the same: to make it a useful and easy-to-use tool for investigators employing cellular...
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MySQL: Building User InterfacesSams Publishing, 2001

MSQL: Building User Interfaces is written for developers who want to build GUI database applications using MySQL and GTK+. Mathew Stucky demonstrates how to begin, plan, build, and deploy custom applications that can be cross-compiled for either Linux or Microsoft Windows platforms.

Intended for developers who...
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DHCP for Windows 2000O'Reilly, 2001
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a means of allocating and managing IP addresses dynamically over a network. Before the advent of DHCP, administrators configured each host on a network with an IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway. Maintaining the changes and the logs of the changes took a tremendous amount of time and was...
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Data Warehousing Fundamentals: A Comprehensive Guide for IT ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Data warehousing is revolutionizing the way businesses in a wide variety of industries perform analysis and make strategic decisions. This volume offers IT professionals comprehensive coverage of every significant topic in data warehousing systems.
The author provides a complete overview of data warehousing together with in-depth explanations...
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Carrier Scale IP Networks: Designing and Operating Internet Networks (Bt Communications Technology Series, 1)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2001
Communications networks are now dominated by Internet protocol (IP) technologies. This book comprehensively reviews the design, provision and operations of carrier-scale Internet networks. Every aspect of networking, from access to the core network to the surrounding operational support systems has been radically affected by the rapid development...
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Information Visualization in Data Mining and Knowledge DiscoveryMorgan Kaufmann, 2001

	Mainstream data mining techniques significantly limit the role of human reasoning and insight. Likewise, in data visualization, the role of computational analysis is relatively small. The power demonstrated individually by these approaches to knowledge discovery suggests that somehow uniting the two could lead to increased efficiency and more...
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Growth Factors and Their Receptors in Cancer MetastasisSpringer, 2001

	about the involvement of signaling Transforming growth factor in tumor development and metastasis. plays a central role in the signaling network that controls morphogenesis, 2. THE BASICS OF growth and cell differentiation in SIGNALING multicellular organisms. The different members of this pleiotropic family of 2. 1. receptor signaling growth...
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Windows Graphics Programming Win32 GDI and DirectDraw®Prentice Hall, 2001
To deliver high-performance Windows applications, you need an in-depth  understanding of the Win32 GDI and DirectDraw-but until now, it’s been virtually  impossible to discover what’s going on "behind" Microsoft’s API calls. This book  rips away the veil, giving experienced Windows programmers all the...
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